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the provisions of her will for pensioning old soldiera—u direction entirely
neglected by Elizabeth. These are small details, and the fact remains that
Mr. Pollard has written a book which is quite indispensable to any serious
Btudent of the period. The appendix of twenty-three pages on authorities
is of great value. The list of published and unpublished sources is a mine
of information, and the criticism of J. A. Fronde on p. 494 is the last and
probably the fairest word on that most industrious historian. It is
surprising to find no mention of Dr. Frere's monograph on ' The Marian
Reaction' (Church Historical Society), based as it is on those comparatively
untouched sources, the episoopal registers. Dom Birt's book on the
Elizabethan Settlement is mentioned among the authorities without praise
or blame, though one or two of its mistakes are corrected in the text,
but it is odd to think of Dixon as an exponent of the ' high Anglican point
of view ', all the more when his last two volumes were edited by Dr. Gee.

S. L. OLLAED.

The Life of James, First Duke of Ormonde, KiWHfi. By LADY BURGH-

CLERE. 2 vols. (London : Murray, 1912.)

LADY BURGHCLERE furnishes us with a clear and convincing estimate
of the career of the first duke of Ormonde : in it everything of outstanding
significance is skilfully disentangled from the vast mass of subsidiary clues
to interpretation. One of the great merits of her two volumes is the
discrimination and judgement invariably shown. The author never
loses herself in detailx, nor forgets in following out their ramifications the
object she has in view. The labour of research, though enormous, has not
killed the freshness and interest of the book ; the dry bones of Irish history
live. Her work has obviously cost immense labour, minute, exacting, and
but faintly realizable by any one who has not gone through some similar
process of investigation. Thomas Carte, in his preparations for bis bio-
graphy of Ormonde, surveyed the manuscript evidence with exceeding
care. Unfortunately for his successor he divided the evidence, leaving
the unimportant at Kilkenny Castle and bringing the important to
England ; the latter forms the great Carte Collection in the Bodleian.
From a careful perusal of the author's work it is at once evident that
she has drawn upon the Bodleian manuscript* very largely. Indeed, she
has used all the available evidence, throwing light upon all sides of
her subject.

Of the man himself Lady Burghclere furnishes us with an able
estimate, and gives a fascinating account of his home life. She sets before
us his early life at Lambeth under the guardianship of Archbishop Abbot,
his attachment to the church of Ireland, and his marriage to the Lady
Elisabeth Preston, who was the sole heiress to the Desmond property;
the addition made to his estates by his marriage rendered Ormonde the
wealthiest subject of the British Crown. On his first appearance in public
life he had a sharp encounter with Strafford, and the imperious lord deputy
formed a high estimate of the young man's abilities. This estimate he
conveyed to Charles I, who consequently placed great confidence in
Ormonde's loyalty. Indeed, it is not too much to say that personal
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devotion to the Stewarts was his predominant motive ; of this the author
gives many proofs. Thrice he was viceroy of Ireland, and each time he
was obliged to deal with matters of the gravest import. The rebellion of
1641, the Restoration settlement, and the popish plot were each sufficient
to call into use all the powers of his mind

Dr. S. R. Gardiner explored the Carte papers with that thoroughness
we always associate with his work, and his history of the 1641 rebellion
is authoritative. Since his time, however, the new series of the Ormonde
papers, ably edited by the late C. Litton Falkiner and Dr. Elrington Ball,
provide new material. Thus the letters of the Irish lords justices and
privy council to the English government from the commencement of the
Irish rebellion, in October 1641, to the appointment of Ormonde to be
lord-lieutenant at the end of 1643, are now available for the first time in
proper sequence. Of course these papers will cover the whole life to 1688,
and a seventh volume is in the press. It is a pity that Lady Burghclere
has not been able to use the completed series, but in a second edition
doubtless she will be able to do so. She gives a careful analysis of the out-
break, and it is clear from her narrative that, as usual, land and religion
were the two potent causes of it. The Ulster plantation of 1608 left
many natives homeless, and they seized the opportunity of the civil war
in England to regain their ancestral estates. i Parsons and Borlase, the
lords justices, had not striven sufficiently to gain the confidence of the
Irish aristocracy, and the result was that they felt alienated. The author
points out that the want of cohesion on the royalist side was as fatal as
that on the side of the rebels. It is clear that the distrust of the gentry
of the Pale was among the causes that made them the leaders of the
opposition. Their position, if we except the matter of religion, was not
unlike that of the men who won independence in 1782.

In his first viceroyalty and in his third Ormonde was compelled to
consider the quefltion of Roman catholic loyalty. In his own family
there were many members of that faith, and he himself was of a tolerant
nature. Indeed, this very tolerance was the cause of many of his diffi-
culties during his third period of office, when the members of the Boyle
family, Orrery, and Shaftesbury were urging him to take repressive
measures. But as Lady Burghclere shows, there was no popish plot in
Ireland, and the machinations of Titus Oates did not exist there. Never-
theless in the seventeenth-century men lived in perpetual fear of the
allegiance which Roman catholics owed the pope. No doubt the
colonists wanted to seize their estates, but the correspondence of their
governors demonstrates that purely religious motives played little or no
part in the policy of* persecution. The dominant feeling of those dayB was
that the gravest heresy of the Roman communion was the claim it put
forth to hold a political supremacy over all princes and potentates.
Its doctrines and practices were, in the eyes of an Englishman, but
as dust in the balance compared with its chum to use the deposing
power. For example, in 1662, the nuncio at Brussels, De Vecchis, had
declared that a proposed address by the Roman catholic clergy of Ireland,
stating their loyalty to the new sovereign, was a violation of the Roman
catholic faith. Cardinal Barberini and Cardinal Rospigliosi concurred
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in this condemnation. In 1646 Cardinal Pamphili, the pope's secretary
of state, had written to Rinuccini, the Nuncio in Ireland :

The Holy See can never by any poeitivo act approve of the civil allegiance of
catholio subjects to a heretical prince. . . . It had been the constant and uninter-
rupted practice of the Holy See never to allow its ministers to make or consent to
any publio edict of catholio subjects for the defence of the crown and person of
• heretical prince.

Such declarations prevented the viceroy from carrying out his views on
toleration.

The fresh materials in the Ormonde papers do not add much to our
understanding of the Restoration problems of revenue and land. Here
the author unravels with much success the complications of the different
items of national income, and we see that it was fairly adequate had not
Charles II made unexpected grants to persons whom he favoured. On the
land question Lady Burghclere has profited by the assistance of a master of
the subject, Mr. R. Bagwell. The problem that lay before Ormonde was that
of satisfying half a dozen claimants to each property, a problem that was
obviously insoluble. The royalists had claims: so too had the Cromwelluins,
for they had received land for the money they had lent the state.

If the adventurer and soldier must be satisfied to the extent of what they mippoiut
intended them by the declaration (wrote the perplexed statesman), and if all that
accepted and constantly adhered to the Peace of 1048 must bo restored, as tho same
declaration aeems also to intend, and was partly declared to be intended at the last
debate, there must be new discoveries made of a new Ireland, for the old will not
serve to satisfy their engagements. It remains then to determine which party must
suffer in default of means to satisfy all; or whether both must be proportionably
losers.

The working of the acts of settlement and erplanation is then unfolded,
but the cause of Ormonde's failure is apparent.

ROBERT H. MUBBAY.

Correspondence of William Shirley, Governor of MassachtueUs and Military
Commander in America, 1731-60. Edited by C. H. LINCOLN, Ph.D.
2 vols. (New York : The Macmillan Co., 1912.)

THE same enlightened Society of the Colonial Dames of America, to whom
we owe Miss Kimball's edition of Pitt's correspondence with the colonial
governors, has enabled Dr. Lincoln to bring out the public Icttere of
William Shirley. Some of these dispatches have been already printed
elsewhere, and good use of them was made by Parkman; at the same
time Shirley played for many years so prominent a part in the history
of the American colonies that the publication of these volumes is most
welcome.

Historians have seldom a good word for the first duke of Newcastle;'
but it may be counted to him for righteousness that his favour introduced
to public life one of the most efficient, as well as popular, of colonial
governors. (The series begins with an effusive letter of thanks for the
duke's recommendation and closes with a gift to him of a turtle from
the Bahamas.) The remarkable thing about Shirley was the manner in
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